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Preliminaries S tephen Venables
I first heard about the East Karakoram expedition in October 1984. A brief
note in the Alpine Club newsletter announced that the club had been invited to
send a team on a joint Indo-British expedition to the E Karakoram in 1985.
Hopes for a gentle Summer in the Swiss Alps receded as I started to dream
about the remote Nubra valley, the Shyok river, the mighty Siachen glacier, the
Saser Kangri - remote, mysterious names.

Three months later, in February 1985, a team had chosen itself - Jim
Fotheringham, Tony Saunders, Dave Wilkinson and myself. When Henry
Osmaston joined the team in April plans were still disconcertingly vague. It was
not until May that the IMF told us that we would be climbing with Harish
Kapadia and the Bombay Mountaineers. At first, Harish had rejected our first
choice of objective - Saser Kangri 11 - and wanted to explore the area around
the junction of the Siachen and Teram Shehr glaciers, 80km further west. He
changed his mind when he discovered that Base Camp would be next to a
massive encampment of tin huts - the forward base of Indian military
operations on the Siachen Glacier. He also discovered that the army's claim to
have climbed 'Rimo' in 1984 was misleadingly vague; if they had climbed
anything it was Rimo IV. Rimos I, 11 & Ill, all over 7000m, remained
unclimbed. The army had approached the group from the Rimo Glacier, to the
NE. To the SW of the group lay the Terong valley, which had only been visited
once, in 1929, by Dr Visser's party on Dr Longstaffs advice:

'When it is desired to survey this unknown corner, will the party please
proceed five miles up the Siachen Glacier and take the first turning on the
right. '

Visser had followed his advice and explored most of this unknown corner - a
large complex glacier system - but his report in the GJ was brief and he
published no photos of the valley.

We quickly agreed that the Terong basin would make an ideal objective.
Now that the army had built a road right up to the Siachen snout, access would
be easy. It was an enticing valley, ringed by numerous unclimbed peaks.

On arrival in Bombay it was immediately clear that we would be climbing
with a delightful group of people: Harish, Muslim Contractor, Dhiren Toolsi
das and Zerksis Boga met us at the airport and a few days later we met Arun
Samant and the sixth Indian member, Meena Agrawal, whom we had already
met in London.

After four days of shopping, packing and being entertained by the Hima
layan Club, six of us boarded the Frontier Mail for the long journey to Jammu,
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continuing by road to Srinagar. Arun and Meena later flew to Delhi, where they
met Jim and Tony for the flight to Leh. Henry was not free until mid June and
hoped to join us at Base Camp. The whole team apart from Henry fmally
assembled in Leh on 6 June.

Five days later we left Ley. We set off in a hired truck on the long climb to
the Kardung la, across the Ladakh range, and down nearly 3000m to the Shyok
river. This we crossed and we continued along the rough road up the left bank
of the Nubra River to Panamik where we stopped for luxurious hot baths and
an overnight stay at the Dak Bungalow. Panamik has always been an important
staging post on the ancient trade route to the Karakoram Pass and the fields
were now grazed by mules and yaks, which would soon be carrying loads over
the Saser la to Daulat Beg Olde, near the Karakoram Pass. Nowadays, of
course, there is no traffic across the pass itself, for it is on the heavily patrolled
frontier between India and China.

In the morning we continued, past the improbable entrance to the Saser la,
through the village of Warshi (which boasts just three inhabitants) and on into
army territory, bumping dustily across boulder-fields which filled a wide plain
enclosed by towering slabs of red granite.

My propensity for sleeping stopped me from seeing the last most spectacular
part of the journey and I awoke to find the lorry parked three miles from the
snout of the Siachen glacier. As we unloaded our truck, an army lorry appeared
with lunch. Later, a jeep came bouncing across the sandy plain, recalling film
images of Montgomery visiting the troops at Alamein. The officers who
emerged from the jeep were extremely friendly, welcoming and impeccably
vague about military operations, only admitting that 'those chaps over there are
being a bit of a nuisance,' nodding in the direction of Pakistan.

Porters are hard to come by in the Nubra valley, particularly so now that
most likely candidates are employed by the army, and we had only found nine
men, in addition to our three Bhotias from Kumaon - Harsinh Senior,
Harsinh Junior and Pratapsinh. But the colonel said that he could spare some of
his men for one day and at 2am next morning a total of nearly 20 men assembled
to collect their loads. A sudden announcement that the Ladakhis would only
carry 20kg meant repacking all the loads. In the pre-dawn blackness of 14 June
our beautifully prepared loads were torn apart. The cacophonic chaos of
shouting in Kumaoni, Hindi, Gujurati, Ladakhi and English made the Tower
of Babel seem like a polite drawing-room tea party.

Three days later all the loads had been relayed up to the Terong valley.
Meena and I came up with the last carry, eager to see Longstaffs 'first turning
on the right'. It was a spectacular sight. From the Siachen glacier we looked
down into the valley, where the Terong glacier had receded out of sight leaving
a flat valley floor of gravel flats through which flowed the Terong river before it
was swallowed up under the ice of the Siachen.

In the course of its wanderings, the river abuts against high granite cliffs on
both sides of the valley, so, after leaving our first camp on the left bank, we had
to ford the river to the right before continuing to the snout of the Terong
glacier. Now we only had nine Ladakhi and three Bhotia porters. Progress
ferrying loads to Base Camp (c. 4300m) was slow and it took ten days to move
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only l8km. But one advantage of the delays was that we all felt very fit and
acclimatised. Here we paid off the Ladakhis and set off for Advance Base, sited
at 5000m beside a lake at a bifurcation of the N Terong glacier. All climbers did
two carries before settling into Advance Base, our home for the next 23 days. It
was kept supplied with loads from Base Camp by Pratap and the Harsinhs.

Tony and Jim had made the first reconnaissance to Advance Base and had
caught a glimpse of Rimo. The rest of us, during two days of carrying up the
glacier, had seen only mysterious hints of icefalls and buttresses disappearing
into murky cloud. At last our turn came during our first evening at Advance
Base on 25 June. Briefly, the clouds lifted to reveal soaring buttresses, plastered
coldly with new snow. There was more snowfall during the night, but in the
morning another brief clearing allowed us to see the panorama at the head of the
glacier. It was dominated by Rimo I and Rimo Ill, both massively architec
tural, aloof and frightening. Then the clouds descended and we remained at
Advance Base for two days of rain and snowfall.

Reconnaissance
Every few hours we assembled in Jim's stone-walled kitchen to discuss plans.
One of the expedition's aims was to climb one of the Rimo peaks; but because
we had no photographs to guide us (apart from one rather foggy picture of the
far side of the group) the expedition was both an attempt and a reconnaissance.
Both had to be squeezed into three weeks. In order to 'rub our noses' on the SW
flanks of Rimo I and to find a route over to the S Rimo glacier on the E side of
the massif, we hoped to reach 'Ibex Col' (c. 6200m), at the head of a cwm on the
SW side of Rimo I.

The weather on 30 June was bleak, with wind, cloud and frequent snow
showers, but not bad enough to stop Jim, Dave and me spending four hours
climbing from a camp below the SW spur of Rimo I to Ibex Col and back. The
climb was straightforward and from the col we could see an easy snow slope
leading down on the far side towards the S Rimo glacier. The cliffs above the
col looked particularly hostile in this dark cloudy weather, offering little
promise for an ascent of Rimo.

The weather remained unsettled for another two days, while we remained in
our tents, acclimatising passively at c. 5600m - a ~ituation which delighted
Dave, as it gave his fmger, injured in a fall into a gbcial stream, more time to
recover. Food supplies were now running low, so we went down to Advance
Base to re-stock. In a few days the glacier surface had changed radically,
crevasses gaping where there had been smooth slopes, and the afternoon snow
was horribly soft, making the descent a tedious, wet, bad-tempered business.
Serenity was restored at Advance Base, where we enjoyed an enormous meal
prepared by the Bhotias who had now settled on the upper glacier. Harish had
now rejected the idea of a long circuitous approach to Rimo III which they had
hoped to climb from the far side via Ibex Col. Instead, he planned a series of
forays up some of the nearer side branches of the N Terong glacier.

The evening of 2 July was wonderful. Everyone was particularly cheerful; the
clouds had just lifted, the pressure was rising and, later, the mountains looked
surreally beautiful under the light of a full moon. Only much later did I realise
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that this was to be the last occasion when the whole expedition would be
together.

Twenty four hours later, the four British climbers were packed and ready to
attempt Rimo I. We had spent a hot day back at the high camp, debating yet
again how many pegs, karabiners, gas cylinders, tea bags, etc. to take on the
mountain. We hoped to climb as a four man team - two pairs, each carrying a
tent, stove and two ropes, but sharing belay equipment. We had settled on a
route up the snow slope to the ridge at c. 6400m; we would then follow the
ridge to the foot of 'The Pinnacles' at c. 6600m, which were probably the crux
of the route, barring the way to 'The Shoulder' at c. 6580m. From there the
route appeared easier but long, to the summit at 7385m. We left at 1.30am on 4
July.

Rimo I
It all started well; crampons biting on crisp frozen snow, luminous under a full
moon. In spite of leaden sacks, we made steady rhythmic progress up the slope,
but as it steepened to 50° the snow became. softer and steps began to collapse.
By dawn we were above 6000m where there had been little thawing and
freezing. The snow became increasingly unstable and as the angle steepened
again, rock slabs started to show through. We roped up to spend eight
interminable hours climbing five pitches to the crest of the ridge - a whole day
of hot struggle with ever softer, wetter snow and shattered rock. Jim, at
thirteen stone, could hardly move uphill. Dave and I hardly fared any better,
and it was finally left to Tony to lead us up onto the ridge. His lightness and his
experience on unpleasant terrain, perfected over many weekends on the mud
and chalk cliffs of England's S coast, provided the necessary delicacy of touch.

We reached the crest of the ridge in the late afternoon, exhausted, demoral
ised and with barely enough energy left to excavate the tent platforms.

It was already clear that we had grossly underestimated the route. Originally
we had hoped to reach the pinnacles in a day. In fact one day had barely seen us
onto the ridge and it would probably require another two days of laborious
struggle with soft snow, elaborate and enormous cornices and difficult rock
towers to reach the distant pinnacles.

I was halfway through the second pitch of the second day when Jim shouted
across that he had had enough. I returned to the belay to discover that Dave
also wanted to descend. I remonstrated but for them the route was not only
hopelessly long and laborious - it was also plain dangerous. Tony and I agreed
that snow conditions were appalling and that the cornices were dicey, but we
thought that with slow climbing and careful placing of rock belays the dangers
could be minimised. But Dave and Jim were adamant and we all returned to the
bivouac site and repitched the tents for a day of rest and discussion. It was
impossible not to be influenced by their dire warnings and I agonised for several
hours before agreeing to continue with Tony. We would take six days food,
which could be stretched if necessary, and gas for nine days. Dave and Jim
would take enough gear to abseil and downclimb the snowslope and leave the
rest with us.

Next day, as Dave and Jim fixed up their first abseil, I retraced our tracks
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along the ridge. Tony broke new ground, traversing towards 'The Fortress' _
a 50m high tower which barred the ridge. I continued towards it, scraping and
shovelling my way across steep snow-covered slabs and worked up into a
chimney which breached the rock walls. Tony's lead to the top of the fortress
was a miracle of delicate climbing. Unknown to me, he was climbing a steep
wall of atrociously loose granite 30m above my head. With supreme care he
avoided dislodging all but one small rock, which only gave my shoulder a
moment's pain. I led through to a ledge for a tea break. In the hot afternoon
sun, we climbed two more pitches to a breche between two towers. The snow
was getting sticky and we were getting tired so we stopped to bivouac, pleased
with our slow but steady progress and pleasantly surprised that we had actually
enjoyed ourselves.

Day 4 was short. We climbed six pitches along the flank, avoiding huge
cornices on the crest. Rock belays and the occasional ice screw provided
security. At midday we reached the foot of the pinnacles. A snow shoulder,
sheltered below a rock wall, provided a perfect campsite, where we spent a
relaxing afternoon, drinking brew after brew and drying out boots and gloves.

Next morning, as Tony started up the first pitch of the day, the first glow of
sunshine lit the summit of K2, 100km distant. While he worked, I had time to
watch the Karakoram come to life; K2, the Gasherbrums, Mustagh Tower,
Chogolisa and, much closer on the other side of the Siachen, those bulky giants,
K12 and Saltoro Kangri. It was a wonderful start to a long day of hard
climbing.

Hours had been spent at Advance Base staring through binoculars at the
system of snowy chimneys and ramps which bypassed the pinnacles on their N
side; now it was time to explore them. Once again there was no relenting of the
difficulties and-it took twelve hours to excavate our way up eight pitches.

In the afternoon, dark clouds which had been massing in the south swept
towards us and snow began to fall as I started the seventh pitch. A tension
traverse dropped me into a snow-choked chimney. The snow there offered no
purchase and it was a case of scraping desperately with axes and crampons to
find nicks in the rock underneath. The eighth pitch was worse - a prolonged,
exhausting nightmare of loose snow on loose rock. Following on a tight rope, I
never quite worked out how Tony had managed to climb it.

We had intended to reach the top of the pinnacles that day, but the last 50m
looked very hard. It was late. It was snowing and I had had enough. We stopped
to suspend the tent dramatically lOm below a belay upon a huge cornice.

The tent was battered by strong winds all night. We assumed that the
weather was foul outside and it was only at 7am that we looked out to see a
cloudless pale blue sky. After the usual slow breakfast and packing, we were
away at 10.30. Three hours later we reached the top of the pinnacles. We had
passed the crux of the route and, now that we were clear of the rocks, the snow
began to improve slightly so that it was actually possible to kick steps and make
steady progress round double cornices towards the big snow ramps leading up
to the shoulder.

Late that afternoon, approaching the top of the ramps, I felt a deep
contentment. At 6800m it was hard work and I was having to take four deep
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breaths to every step, but the snow at last had a uniform consistency and it was
possible to establish a rhythm. It was a beautiful evening and as we gained
height more of the an;tic wastes of the upper Rimo glacier came into sight. If
the weather held and if the gap beyond the foresummit held no insurmountable
problem, we might be on the summit in two days.

It was time to stop for the night, so I halted on the crest of the snow to dig a
platform, but first I wanted to get the heavy rucksack off my back. I rammed
my ice-axe into the snow, took off the sack and clipped it into the wristloop of
the axe. Before removing the axe-sling from my shoulder, I pulled in some rope
to tie off the axe, just in case it should come out. A moment later I turned. The
rucksack was sliding down the slope, unattached; apparently I had not clipped
it into the wristloop!

I stared with incredulous horror as the sack gathered speed, sliding then
somersaulting, bouncing and bursting as it disappeared to plunge lOOOm into
the NW cwm. Sleeping bag, duvet vest, food, tent poles and, most vital of all,
the gas stove had gone. One tired, careless mistake had ruined everything and
the only choice was to retreat.

Tony was a paragon of restraint. He uttered no murmur of complaint and
was concerned only that I should snap out of my hysterical anger and misery
and concentrate on the job of getting down alive. We reversed three pitches,
dug a platform and suspended the pole-less tent as best we could from the
belay. The temperature dropped to -30°C and the vicious N wind slapped at the
loose fabric all night. Inside, sharing Tony's bivouac clothes, we shivered
miserably and longed for hot brews of tea.

The morning of Day 7 was bitterly cold. It was also brilliantly clear and the
perfect weather seemed a horrible mockery of my incompetence. Our only
consolation was that the descent went like clockwork. In seven hours we
descended 1200m to the camp in the cwm. Eight long abseils took us straight
down onto the big icefIeld below the pinnacles. There, we were delighted to
fmd good neve, which we could downclimb quickly. At the start of the abseils
we had been struggling with numbed toes and fingers; seven hours later the
cwm was a merciless heat trap. We stopped at the camp for our first drink in 28
hours. The enervating heat and the accumulated tiredness of six days hard work
above 6000m suddenly took effect and three hours passed before we could
persuade our lethargic bodies to repack the one rucksack and continue the
descent to Advance Base.

At dusk, as Tony approached Advance Base he stumbled across an ancient
Aschenbrenner ice-axe lying on the ice - a relic perhaps of Dr Visser's
expedition in 1929. Closer inspection revealed two words written along the
wooden shaft - Henry Osmaston. Against all odds Henry had charmed his way
through to reach the Nubra valley and on up ~he Terong where he was now
happily employed with his thermometers, ice drills and measuring rods
amongst the ice pinnacles of the N Terong glacier.

After the bitter disappointment of the Rimo fiasco it was a delightful surprise
to find him there. It was also good to catch up with the others' news. We
discovered that the tiny dots we had seen three days earlier advancing up the
cwm had been Meena and Boga on their way to cross the Ibex Col; now they
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were climbing 6070m Lharimo from the S Rimo glacier. Closer to camp, Arun
and Muslim had climbed Safina and were about to go up with Harish and
Dhiren to attempt more peaks in the cwm opposite, immediately to the east of
Advance Base. Muslim had also been busy with Jim, finding a route from the
head of the glacier up to the Teram Shehr ice plateau. Jim was about to leave
with Dave to attempt Rimo from the far E side. They had just packed their bags
ready to leave for the Ibex Col the following morning. Tony and I were already
hoping for another try at our route on Rimo I - such a magnificent route
deserved a conclusion. We now knew that we could cut out two days' hard work
by climbing straight up the neve of the icefield to the foot of the pinnacles. But
first we had to rest.

Rima III Dave Wilkinson
We had invested much time and money on this trip, so the decision to go down
from Rimo I was not taken lightly. The poor conditions were reason enough for
retreat but I had other good reasons too: my usual nagging high altitude cough
was worse than I had ever known it and I was producing infected sputum. My
finger was still quite painful and protracted hard climbing was a daunting
prospect. A subsequent X-ray in England revealed a badly splintered fracture.

Back at Advance Base I spent a frustrating few days in good weather, the
throat responding to antibiotics, the finger showing slower progress. Jim had a
bare week before he had to go home to work. The weather was near perfect and
we both felt the need for action.

From the N Terong glacier the two main mountains of the Rimo group
looked equally impressive - Rimo I irregular but steep all round; Rimo III
more symmetrical but also devoid of an easy line. My finger and Jim's time
shortage seemed to rule out any action here. We could opt for a smaller, easier
mountain, but during my days of inactivity I had formed a more speculative
notion. We had a photo, taken by the Indian Army the previous year, of the E
face of Rimo I and its subsidiary summit Rimo ll. It appeared to be a little
easier than our side, but the photo was not a close-up and we were not sure. I
made my proposal to Jim and he jumped at it with the alacrity of a man who had
had similar ideas already. We would leave early next morning with a week's
food and gas, and what little climbing equipment we could carry.

We had to cross the Ibex col at over 6000m, descend the far side and then do
our climb which we had not seen yet. We had time for only a single, quick dash.
I also had a 'B' plan in my mind, which I did not disclose yet. Harish's secret
army map showed an easy ridge on the far side of Rimo Ill, not that we could be
sure of the map's accuracy, but ...

That evening, Steve and Tony came back from Rimo I, and told about the
dropped sack and all. During my enforced idleness, I had scoured the mountain
with binoculars, vainly trying to follow their progress and come to terms with
my varied feelings towards them - 'What a fine effort! I hope they succeed.'
Envy - 'Why am I not up there? Hope the mad fools fail!' Now this admiration
and jealousy were overtaken by relief to see them safe and well. Curiously, their
sudden return did not alter our plans at all. They could do no more without a
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good rest, and Steve was 'short of a few items' so there was no question of their
joining us.

After the euphoric planning, the horrible reality returned with the night-time
stumble up the glacier shouldering a monster load. 'Curse that Fotheringham,
why is he so fit?' as I struggled to stay within earshot. 'Sorry, Jim, have to have
5 minutes.' First light saw us at the site of the camp below the Rimo I attempt.
The weather remained clear, but a bitter cold wind brought out gloves and
duvet jackets to comfort numb fingers and ears. A gruelling ascent to the Ibex
col opened up a romantic vista to the east, like a traveller's tale from Tolkien.

The next white expanse of the S Rimo glacier stretched out before us.
Beyond, as the big mountains ended, the hazy brown of the Depsang plains,
with the shining silver ribbon of the Chip Chap river where goes the old trade
route to the Karakoram pass over to Sinkiang.

The descent down our branch of the S Rimo glacier was easy but as fatigue
took hold, my legs felt like mechanical appendages, carrying me on, but not
totally in my control. We rounded the corner at the glacier junction, and
immediately found a delightful camp site on a crystal gravel bank of moraine
beneath Rimo I's E face.

As we brewed and ate the day to its close, we had ample time to look at our
objective, but did not need long. A glacier face gave a zig-zag line between
seracs to a prominent terrace at two-thirds' height. From here a choice of
Andean finishes was available to the top of Rimo I: a steep fluted face, or
narrow corniced ridges on either side. The adequacy of our food and time or my
digital ability were of no consequence - one rope and a handful of ironware
were clearly inadequate equipment!

The slightest glance towards Rimo III showed a gentle snowy NE shoulder.
Whether Jim had also previously had this at the back of his mind, I do not
know. In any case, he agreed to this change of plan with remarkable speed and
flexibility.

Sacks were lightened by dumping some food for the return journey, and by
leaving some of our already sparse hardware. This lightness seemed less evident
next morning, as we crawled up the glacier branch between Rimo 11 and Rimo
IV. The threats of serac fall from either side of this narrow way produced no
startling turns of speed from us; but the threats were of some use, as they
encouraged us not to stop for our next camp until the glacier widened a little,
and our way went off right up another glacier branch between Rimo III and
Rimo IV.

Next morning, we had our first view of the col between Rimo IV and our
ridge on Rimo Ill. We had a route decision to make. The easy line to the col
itself was abandoned, as some rock pinnacles appeared to complicate the first
part of the ridge. We chose instead a bigger and steeper snow slope further left,
which led to our ridge above all obvious difficulties. When we tried to climb
this slope, it proved to consist of chest deep snow the texture of confetti, so it
was abandoned for mixed ground just on its right. This gave 2S0m of alpine D
to TD. The rock sections were very pleasant, but the snow had not consolidated
much since our Rimo I attempt. Contrary to normal, the worst snow was found
on the steeper ground, presumably because it was less exposed to the wind, or
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because it lay awkwardly on top of the rocks.
Above this section, we cut a vast camping platform into the easy ridge, and I

made a vague effort to emulate Steve by dropping my Karrimat. This camp
must have been at or over 6700m, so only 4S0m to 600m of easy ridge remained.
We felt confident of success the next day.

We set off with really light sacks, but still managed no great rate of ascent.
Altitude was making itself felt more and more, several panting breaths being
required between each uphill step. Even so, steady progress was made, and it
seemed that only the weather could stop us now, for dark clouds were
gathering. However, these seemed to be of the slow-to-anger variety, and the
main threat was to our summit views. A narrow corniced section of the ridge
was mercifully short, some rock towers were easily passed, and only a Mont
Blanc type snow shoulder remained. The technical anticlimax of this ridge was
countered by the fight for air, and the exhilaration of ever widening views
coming and going between the gathering clouds.

At last we stood on the corniced top; but had to wait several minutes for the
view to clear momentarily, first one way, then the other, to be sure we were
actually there. One such clearing gave a dramatic glimpse of Rimo I and II close
at hand, with a great banner cloud streaming in the wind.

Then I remembered something. In Bombay, Harish's son Sonam had given
me a small flower in a tiny envelope asking me to place it 'on top of a mountain',
some sort of Hindu tradition. I could not ignore such a simple and charming
request, so placed it carefully in the highest snow, without knowing its exact
significance. Later, we learnt that its purpose was to bring us good luck.

Reaching the top of a mountain is not, in the event, the great thrill which the
layman might imagine. The main feelings are exhilaration, relief that it's over,
and worry about the descent. As he sat on our highest ever summit, Jim
summed up this anticlimax with a casual but telling remark: 'Shall we go now
- there's nothing for us here?'

Shortage of pitons caused problems on the descent of the steep section, but
adequate anchors for abseils appeared when most needed. We even descended
off a rucksack's accessory strap and an ice screw driven into a rock crack. The
weather deteriorated slowly. As we reached the Ibex col, snow fell gently. We
returned to camp two and a half days after leaving our summit, and it snowed
heavily that night. We had been on the go, glacier travel, reconnaissance, and
climbing an unexplored mountain, for six days, well served by Sonam's little
talisman.

Addendum Scephen Venables
The most agonising aspect of our retreat from Rimo I was the continuing fine
weather. Apart from a smattering of snowfall on Day 5, the weather had been
fine for eight days. Any serious-looking clouds had stuck to K12 and Saltoro
Kangri on the S side of the Siachen. After our descent, the sky remained a deep
unbroken blue for another four days, while Tony and I stared helplessly at our
summit ridge, wishing that we were still up there.

After a day's rest we had climbed up to the NW cwm to retrieve my rucksack
and most of its scattered contents. That afternoon our liaison officer, Mahen-
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dra, returned to Advance Base from a near fatal attempt to cross the Terong
river, reported that it was now dangerously flooded with meltwater. Four
climbers were due to leave for home the moment they returned from their
climbs and it seemed that the river had now cut off their retreat. Tony and I set
off reluctantly to solve the problem.

Two days in the balmy warmth of the valley were actually very enjoyable and
we spent several entertaining hours fixing 200m of rope across granite cliffs on
the right bank of the river, securing an exit route which avoided the now
unfordable river.

Ominous hazy cirrus clouds were now spreading from the southwest and all
the signs pointed to an approaching storm. Finally on 16 July, the day Dave
and Jim returned from Rimo Ill, snow started to fall bringing to an end 13 days
of clear weather.

Tony was due back at work. He was prepared to risk the wrath of Lambeth
Council by stretching his leave, if it would actually achieve anything; but it
would now be several days before Rimo I might again be in good enough
condition to consider starting another attempt. He packed his rucksack sadly
and on the damp grey morning of 17 July, he set off down with Jim who was
also due home. Arun, Boga and Henry had already left for Nubra.

It was a sad end to our hopes, but we did have the consolation that the
expedition, overall, had been successful. Rimo III had been climbed and,
during the same spell, Meena and Boga had climbed Lharimo (6070m) from the
South Rimo Glacier. Arun and Dhiren had climbed Sondhi (6480m) and
Sundbrar (6300m) from the glacier immediately opposite Advance Base, to the
east. Muslim and Harsinh Senior had climbed Doab (6045m) just behind
Advance Base. I still had the chance to do some climbing as I was one of the
climbers staying for another ten days to investigate the other two glaciers of the
Terong basin - the Shelkar Chorten and the S Terong.

For four days it rained and snowed and the rumble and clatter of rock
avalanches outside drowned the music from the Walkman. Advance Base had
been evacuated and eight of us - three Bombay mountaineers, two English and
the three Bhotias - were waiting at Base Camp for a chance to explore the two
remaining glaciers.

On 20 July the weather looked better so we departed on our parallel eastward
journeys. I headed for the entrance to the Shelkar Chorten; the others for the
South Terong.

We knew that Dr Wyss and Khan Sahib had climbed the N Terong to the
lake at our Advance Base site, while Dr Visser and Franz Lochmatter had
climbed 'over the appallingly broken glacier' of the Shelkar Chorten. The S
Terong they had left untouched. Now, 56 years later, Harish and his team went
to investigate.

The S Terong has retreated several kilometres up its valley so to reach it they
had to cross a dusty plain and advance up a dangerous gorge which the river has
cut through the terminal moraine. Then they struggled up the right bank of the
glacier which squeezes hard against the valley wall, leaving no room for a
proper lateral moraine. On the second day they escaped out on to the broad
smooth surface of the glacier itself, which is striped with medial moraines. On
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the third day the party split up: Muslim and Harsinh Junior, accompanied part
of the way by Dave, climbed a SW branch to the Warshi col (c. 5440m); Harish
and Dhiren climbed the first of four branches which flow into the glacier from
the NE, walking over a delightfully smooth surface to the broad Terong col
(c. 5720m), which overlooks the S Rimo glacier. On the fifth day, 25 July, they
all returned to Base Camp after a highly successful trip. They had made first
ascents of two passes, which linked the Nubra valley to the S Rimo glacier.
Provided that the gorge above Warshi is passable, it should be possible to cross
the Warshi col and continue easily right across the S Terong glacier and up to
the Terong Col, where Harish and Dhiren saw easy slopes leading down to the
Rimo glacier. The Indian Army are investigating the Warshi gorge; if that
proves feasible, we will have established a route from the Nubra valley to the
Rimo glacier and Daulat Beg Olde, which could well be easier than the
traditional Saser la route.

Meanwhile I had been doing battle with the Shelkar Chorten icefall. On the
second day I continued up the wide glaring expanse of the upper snowfield to
the head of the glacier, pitching the tent below 6075m Chorten Peak. I climbed
the peak by a 300m snow and ice route the following morning, before crossing
the Shelkar col to the S Terong system. By stopping for a midday snooze on a
boulder I just missed bumping into Harish and Dhiren on their way up to the
Terong Col. That afternoon I crossed the main glacier missing Dave's camp by
a few hundred metres, and headed up into the next SW branch, towards
Ngabong Terong (6185m) - The Double-Humped Camel of Terong. Because
of atrocious snow conditions after mid morning, the climb of Ngabong Terong
took three days. On the first a 500 snow/ice face led to a bergschrund at
c. 5800m, where I camped. Next day, I continued up a delightful snow arete to
the E summit and on across the connecting ridge to the slightly higher W
hump. For a few minutes I savoured the last chance to gaze out over the
hundreds of unclimbed summits of the E Karakoram, before descending to
another longly vigil in the bergschrund. Finally, on 26 July, I spent ten
interminable hours descending through drizzling rain to Base Camp, conclud
ing a memorable six day outing.

Base Camp was desolate and deserted, so I had to wait until next morning for
human company when I rejoined the others at the Terong river, where they
were sorting out loads for the shuttle service across the rope traverse.

The close of the expedition was filled with memorable moments - wading
side braids of the Terong river, awash with shin-battering icebergs 
traversing backwards and forwards across the rope traverse on the cliff, doing
eight load ferries - camping by a blazing fire of dead juniper beside the roaring
river - Dave's close encounter with death on Mahendra's home-made alumi
nium bridge across the river (a bridge which pleased Mahendra no end, but
which served no genuine purpose, for now that we had crossed the cliff and
could walk out easily along the right bank and straight' up on to the Siachen
glacier) - the welcome arrival of ten Maharati Regiment jawans to help carry
our loads down the Siachen snout on a last beautiful evening - dinner in the
officers' mess - a special late night showing of Silsila at the camp cinema 
the long drive back over the Kardung La, with an army convoy - and finally
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the return to Leh for an exhausting round of celebratory meals.
'Siachen Indo-British Expedition 85' made fIrst ascents of eight peaks,

including Rimo Ill. We came close to success on Rimo I on a route which Tony
compared to the Eigerwand under winter conditions. We explored three large
glaciers and reached fIve cols, crossing two of them. Perhaps most rewarding of
all the expedition was an international success and we hope that the friendships
we made will be the start of a continuing association between the Alpine Club
and the Bombay Mountaineers.

At present the rules allow in three joint foreign-Indian expeditions a year to
three areas - Saser Kangri, Mamastong KangriJRimo and the upper Siachen.
However, in practice the army were unwilling this year to have civilian climbers
visiting the Upper Siachen and, unless hostilities with Pakistan cease
altogether, they seem unlikely to do so in the near future. On the SW side of the
glacier, magnifIcent peaks like Kl2 and Saltoro Kangri and a host of fantastic
spires and pinnacles lie on the line of control and for the moment are out of
bounds. This axis continues SE down the right bank of the Nubra valley - a
complex network of granite spires would keep generations of climbers happy,
but so far no mention has been made of allowing climbers up these remote,
little-explored valleys. In the meantime applications are pouring in to the IMF
for the peaks on the NE side of the Siachen/Nubra valley.

This year, in August, an Indo-Japanese team made the fIrst ascent of the
magnifIcent Saser Kangri Il (Shukpa) by the NW ridge. Sasers III and IV
remain unclimbed; both are over 7000m. Mamastong Kangri was climbed in
1984 but nearby Mamastong Il and Chong Kumdang remain unclimbed. These
two 7000m peaks would provide interesting objectives, along with neighbour
ing 6000m peaks, accessible from the Saser La region. In the Terong basin
there are still numerous unclimbed 6000m peaks, the fInest of which, I think,
lie along the SW side of the S Terong glacier, but 7385m Rimo I remains, at the
time of writing, the most attractive prize. The route which Tony and I took
may be the best, if one takes a direct line up the icefIeld to the foot of the
pinnacles, thus limiting the really hard climbing to quite a short stretch. On the
NW face a zig-zag ice couloir breaks through formidable rock walls to the top of
Rimo Il, a shoulder on the NNW ridge of Rimo I; it might prove the fastest
route for a fIt, acclimatised team, but the descent could pose problems. On the
far side of the mountain, Dave and Jim spotted no immediately obvious route
- the upper part of the E face consists of spectacularly steep snow flutings and
the ridges, like so many Himalayan ridges, are long and intricately corniced.

Presumably Rimo I and the other virgin 7000m peaks will soon be climbed.
The present rules encourage expeditions to concentrate on a specifIc objective
in a specifIc area; but perhaps the rules will one day become more flexible and
make it possible to retrace the steps of De Filippi and Dainelli and the Bullock
Workmans, making long ski traverses to link up the great snowfIelds of the
Rimo, Teram Shehr and Siachen glaciers. For the time being, however, we
must be grateful that we can visit the area at all. We certainly felt privileged to
be the fIrst foreigners and civilians since Independence to be allowed to travel to
the snout of the Siachen glacier.
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